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Donuts changing landscape
“Over the past 20 years, I have witnessed the Donut
landscape in Europe evolve and advance at an impressive
speed. When I started working at Dawn in 1998, Donuts
remained an ‘exotic cake’, not known by many people.
Over recent years, donuts have experienced a revamp
and grown in popularity. This can be seen by the opening
of a number of multinational donut franchises and
independent donut shops that continue to expand their
presence across Europe.”

Regional differences of donuts
“In the US, donuts are seen as a morning item or as a
snack with a more bready structure and nice ‘bite’.
In Europe, donuts are viewed as a ‘cake’ item consumed
during a coffee break or at tea time in the afternoon.
The ‘European donuts’ are more soft, with a delicate
structure.
Donut creations will continue to evolve and break
boundaries with new flavours, textures and formats
expected. Tapping into several emerging consumer
trends, I predict even stronger growth for donuts in the
coming years.
It seems that donuts are having their moment in the
European market and I’m excited to see what happens
next for a product once viewed as ‘exotic’.“
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DIRECT FROM THE CONSUMER: DEMAND FOR CLEANER, NON-STICKY PACKAGED DONUTS
Consumers seek out products that have
retained their overall appearance
Please state any poor experiences when buying pastry products…

“Squashed in,
top smeared
against plastic
lid”

Dawn Exceptional® NON-STICKY DONUT GLAZE
offers perfectly glazed donuts even when packaged
NON
STICKY

“Packaging sticks
to the pastry and
breaks when
moving around”

FREEZE &
THAW STABLE
Source: Fedima Pastry Study Europe 2021
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